
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of membership / marketing director. Thank you in advance for taking
a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for membership / marketing director

Helping define membership OKRs each quarter and proactively track
progress towards our acquisition goals
Prioritizing, managing and executing a/b tests to improve conversion rates
Managing day-to-day communication with 3rd party vendors and partners
Compiling weekly, monthly and quarterly reports to turn performance
marketing data into meaningful insights
Leads Marketing Team in working with other stakeholders (pubs,
conferences, education, ) to create and execute the strategic marketing plan
and the campaigns/tactics which support the plan to include Society branding
and the marketing of conferences, events, publications, and educational
offerings
Drives strategy to deliver quality creative marketing and membership
solutions that will meet both the volunteers’ needs and internal marketing
goals
Establishes booth presence of the Society at 4 key flagship conferences and
selected industry events and exhibitions such as MILCOM and OFC as
appropriate
Seeks out opportunities to drive ComSoc-related products and services into
new sales channels and regions around the world
Work with Product and Planning teams to Drive the development of
necessary capabilities that the company needs to meet current and future

Example of Membership / Marketing Director Job
Description
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Monitor market trends and competitor activities and drive strategies that
lead to the growth and optimization of adidas digital activities

Qualifications for membership / marketing director

Time spent at UGA headquarters will be at a desk, some time will be spent at
tournaments, events, seminars, meeting with clubs and members, and other
travel as needed
Ability to effectively communicate with co-workers, customers, and outside
agencies by telephone and in person
5+ years of growth / paid acquisition / performance marketing experience
Is a self-starter and highly dependable
Fluent in Google Analytics and Excel (graphs, formulas, ) and passionate
about funnel optimization
Collaborative, respectful, enthusiastic, creative


